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Norman Red Ryan escaped from Kingston Penitentiary twice first by force and then, years

later, by gulling the credulous into believing that he was reformed.

About the AuthorMcSherry's checkered career has equipped him with an extraordinary insight

into the street, crime, and criminals. He has been a high school teacher, a truck driver, a taxi

driver, and a freelance writer. The Big Red Fox is the product of McSherry's many years of

research and his lifetime of interest in Norman "Red" Ryan.--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Review"... a valuable addition to the annals of true crime." --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside FlapNorman "Red" Ryan escaped

from Kingston Penitentiary twice -- first by force and then, years later, by gulling the credulous

into believing that he was "reformed." --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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This book is dedicated to the memory of Margaret Egan Watkins (my “Aunt Wanny”), who, in

my boyhood, told me the story of Norman “Red” Ryan many times and never failed to make it

come alive.

Author’s Note:The nature of this work is such that I cannot always identify my sources, though,

as far as possible, I have tried to do so and to write good “history.” In a few places, quotations

have not been attributed—usually because they are of a general nature or because I have not

wanted to slow the narrative with an attribution that really doesn’t matter. In these few

instances, the reader will just have to accept my word that the facts and the words happened

and were spoken as presented.
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Beyond TraditionToronto Police Museum andDiscovery Centre40 College Street, Toronto,

Ontario,M5G 2J3(416) 808-70201999-08-23As a Torontonian, born and raised, and having

served for over forty-three years on the Toronto Police Force in a variety of ranks and positions

(one of which was Chief of Detectives), and being now in my tenth year as “The Official

Historian” for the Toronto Police Service, I am certainly all too familiar with crime and the

criminals who have made Toronto famous or infamous.Of all the criminals who have had their

base in Toronto, one criminal has always been at the forefront of my musings—Norman “Red”

Ryan. I was always hoping that, someday, someone would research and write a book about

Ryan—“Canada’s Most Notorious Criminal.”When Peter McSherry came to me with a proposed

draft of such a book, I was enthralled. I read the draft over several times and was amazed at

the depth of research that this writer had accomplished. Now that this book is available to the

public at large, I can congratulate Mr. McSherry for reconstructing a great piece of Toronto’s

criminal past. It’s a great read, which I highly recommend.Jack WebsterStaff Superintendent

(retired) andToronto Police Service Historian

CHAPTER ONEThe Scoop(July 23–August 1, 1935)On Tuesday, July 23, 1935, behind the

high, grey walls of Kingston Penitentiary, there occurred a small drama that in its ultimate

consequences would cost the lives of six people.It rained much of that day—a soft, sultry

summer rain that collected along the cement path that joined the prison hospital to the front

gate.About 3 p.m., Warden Richard Allan (“Little Dick” as he was unaffectionately known to his

charges) walked the path from the North Gate administration building to the hospital on an

errand that, in more normal circumstances, would have fallen to the chief keeper. He was on

his way to inform Inmate K-166, Norman “Red” Ryan, that his Ticket-of-Leave—parole—had

come through and that he would be released that very afternoon.1 Allan had serious

misgivings about the action; Red Ryan had a record of nineteen convictions for crimes of theft

and violence and, on at least nine distinct occasions, had been involved in gunplay with police

or citizens. In a much-publicized incident on September 10, 1923, Ryan had led four other long-

term convicts in the most daring and desperate prison break in Kingston Penitentiary’s, and

Canada’s, history. The nation’s press had long since dubbed him “Canada’s most notorious

criminal.”Ryan was found in the hospital’s upper ward, talking in a group of white-clad orderlies.

He was a man just turned 40, tall, broad-shouldered and good-looking. His sandy red hair—for

which years before he had acquired his jailhouse nickname—was not his most striking feature;

rather people noticed his sharp blue eyes and the charming smile with which he greeted

everyone. Articulate, neat of appearance, and polished in manner, Ryan possessed the

assured air of a first-class salesman. He was serving a life term for bank robbery in an era

when “life” meant just that—yet he was no ordinary “lifer.” Red Ryan was a paradox. During his

most recent 11 1/2 years in Kingston, he had become religious and loudly denounced his

former life-of-crime. The institution’s dynamic and influential Roman Catholic chaplain, Father

Wilfrid T. Kingsley, had long maintained that Ryan was “a genuine case of reformation.” Stories

of Kingsley’s work with Ryan had often appeared in the national press to the point where, by

this time, the priest was almost a national figure. Most of the attention originated in Toronto, the

city of Ryan’s birth, where the Globe, and particularly the Toronto Star, had developed an

interest.The present occasion called for magnanimity and Allan did the best he could. “Well,

Ryan, do you think it would be too wet to go out today?” he asked smilingly.“I’d go in a bathing

suit,” was the convict’s jocular, if unfunny, reply.Ryan had been expecting Allan’s news daily for

almost three weeks. Both he and the warden understood that his Ticket-of-Leave had not come

about through the normal process: it had been arranged through the personal intervention of



no less a figure than Richard Bedford Bennett, the prime minister of Canada, and this had

been done against the advice of Justice Department officials—and largely for political reasons.

Three weeks previously, on July 2, 1935, also through Bennett’s intercession, Ryan had been

allowed a totally unprecedented twenty-four hour “leave-of-absence” to attend his sister’s

funeral in Toronto. He had been told at the time that his release was imminent.About 4:30 p.m.,

dressed in a new brown prison-issue suit, Red Ryan emerged from the hospital’s south door

and, accompanied by a guard, began the long walk to the front. To his right, walled off behind a

twelve-foot-high, chain-link fence, the segregation gang was being exercised before the night

lockup; at the sight of Ryan, these convicts piled up against the steel mesh, shouting their

good-byes, cheering on Kingston’s best-known inmate.At the North Gate, Ryan was issued his

prison pay: nearly $175.00, calculated at the rate of five cents for each day served. For a time,

he was “made at ease and given a newspaper.” Afterwards he had an interview with Warden

Allan, who handed him his Ticket-of-Leave. At the bottom, in typewritten red capital letters,

were the words, Upon the express additional consideration that he accept the supervision of

the Reverend W.T. Kingsley.About 6:30 p.m., chauffeured by two guards in a prison automobile,

Red Ryan passed through Kingston Penitentiary’s North Gate for the last time. He was driven

the four miles to Kingston Junction, where, after a few last stock remarks on the evils of the

criminal way-of-life, he shook hands with the guards and boarded the 7:07 train for Toronto.He

never arrived.Four hours later, at Toronto’s Union Station, representatives of three of the city’s

newspapers were somewhat taken aback when Red Ryan failed to step from the Kingston

train.In 1935, Toronto was a city of 650,000 with a reputation for insular thinking and

narrowness of outlook. Its four daily newspapers fought a fierce circulation war in a market that

was big enough to support only three. The paper that was steadily forging ahead was the

Toronto Star, Canada’s most energetic daily and already the country’s largest. The Star thrived,

not because it fought the battles of society’s underdogs (which it did), but because it provided

news that entertained, news that excited, news that people wanted to read. Harry Hindmarsh,

the paper’s circulation-minded editor, was an innovator whose sometimes bizarre techniques

produced a sensational if unbalanced paper—but a paper that was attractive to Torontonians

on a day-to-day basis. In the struggle to pull in readers, Hindmarsh put great emphasis on

acquiring the exclusive news item—on scooping the city’s other papers on a big story as often

as possible.On the night of July 23, the newsmen at Union Station must have sensed the truth:

the Toronto Star had waylaid Red Ryan with the intention of keeping his story from its

competition. As part of an arrangement put together through Father Kingsley, Ryan had

disembarked from the Toronto-bound train at Belleville, Ontario, only fifty miles to the west of

Kingston. There, on the station platform, he was met by two Star reporters: Athol Gow, the

paper’s senior man on the police beat, who Ryan had known since boyhood; and Roy

Greenaway, a top investigative newsman, perhaps best known for having broken the world-

wide story on the Banting-Best discovery of insulin. Over the previous several years, co-

operating with each other and with other Star reporters, both Gow and Greenaway had been

hugely involved in the writing of a number of news stories that strongly supported the notion

that Ryan was “reformed” and entirely deserving of a Ticket-of-Leave. More than this, as

Ryan’s release had become increasingly a real possibility, Gow, Greenaway, and the Toronto

Star itself had actually become a part of the ongoing partisan campaign to get Ryan out of

prison. Now, with Ryan free, these reporters were getting their reward: exclusive access to the

story of Red Ryan’s release. In Toronto, as all who were involved knew, it would be a major

news scoop.With Ryan in tow, Gow and Greenaway drove directly to Ryan’s destination, 279

Lansdowne Avenue, the west-end home of Russell Walsh, Ryan’s youngest brother. There,



Ryan was reunited with members of his family, some of whom he had not seen since before his

arrest in Montreal in October 1921. Father Kingsley was also present. Only hours before, he

had been granted a special dispensation allowing him to break a religious retreat being

conducted for the priests of the Archdiocese of Kingston at St. Augustine’s Seminary in

Scarborough. The two Star men were admitted to the family celebration and stayed long

enough to gather material for the Star’s blockbuster news scoop of the following day.

Afterwards they repaired to the Star offices on King Street where they worked through the

night.Nothing that was published in the Toronto morning papers on July 24 could have

suggested to anyone that Red Ryan’s parole was a news story of premier significance. The

Globe and the Mail and Empire, unable to locate and interview Ryan, carried only the

obligatory rehashes of old material together with what was on the wire from Kingston: that

Ryan had been released and was reportedly heading for Toronto. Both papers wore front-page

mugs of a young-looking desperado in a slouch cap, and both wondered aloud why Ryan had

not stepped off the train at Union Station the night before. Later in the day, the Evening

Telegram—in fierce head-on competition with the Star for the evening market—had only a little

more; one of its reporters had been allowed to keep a futile watch at the home of one of Ryan’s

sisters. The morning papers both featured the Prince Edward Island election of the day before,

a 30–0 shutout for the Liberals, thought by some to be a significant indicator of what Premier

Bennett’s federal Tories could expect in the upcoming October election. In the afternoon, the

Tely main headline told of the emergency crash-landing of a light plane on the open water of

Toronto’s Rosehill Avenue Reservoir.Against this, the Toronto Star front-page headline for

Wednesday, July 24, in inch-high black letters, trumpeted Ryan’s release:ANGUISH OVER

WIFE MARS RED RYAN’S RETURN/‘Red’ Ryan, Free, Heartsick to Find Young Wife’s Letters

of Devotion Kept from Him for Fourteen Years.2As indicated, there had been a last-minute

development. Surprisingly—yet typically—Red Ryan had climbed into the Star automobile at

Belleville and immediately commenced to recount a penitentiary horror story that was almost

too horrible to be true. In essence, his claim was this: that he had only just then been handed

letters which his wife had written in November 1921; that these letters contained loving

sentiments which he had had no knowledge of but which would have had significant bearing on

the subsequent course of his marriage; in effect, that the ordinances of Canada’s penitentiary

system had functioned in such a manner as to estrange him from his wife who loved him.

Seemingly Ryan had the evidence to back this allegation. The Star published two of his wife’s

letters, dated November 23 and November 24, 1921. These had been written during the time

when Ryan was in Montreal’s Bordeaux Jail awaiting trial on bank robbery charges and his wife

was preparing to return to her parents in Newfoundland. Both letters were full of the pathetic

declarations of love and devotion of a decent young woman caught up in something she did

not properly understand. Both were signed “your loving wife, Elsie.” In Montreal, on November

23, she wrote: “its Just (sic) breaking my heart to go away and leave you but whatever happens

I want you to know I am going to stand by you.” The following day, on board the Canada

Steamship Lines vessel Manoa, she wrote again:I won’t try to live if you’re not with me. Life

would not be worth living. If I could only be with you on the 29, I know it would help you, but I

will be praying for you all the same.3Apart from this issue, the Star first-day coverage on the

story was enormous. Quite possibly, no other crime figure, regenerate or otherwise, has ever

come out of a Canadian prison amidst so much fanfare. The Star front page of July 24 had

three separate stories about Ryan. Two of these, including the lead story, were developed from

exclusive material originating with Ryan himself; the other, by-lined Robert Lipsett, the Star

Ottawa correspondent, quoted H.A. Mullins, Conservative member of Parliament for Marquette,



as taking some of the credit:Ryan sold himself to me in a big way. More than a year ago I

visited the “pen” with Reverend W.T. Cameron (sic) of Toronto.We met Ryan and were greatly

impressed. Mr. Cameron suggested that I take up the question of his parole with Hon. Hugh

Guthrie. I did so and when Mr. Guthrie and Mr. Bennett visited the penitentiary they met Ryan

and he sold himself as completely to them as he had to Cameron and myself. I don’t think

you’ll ever hear anything more about Ryan except what is to his credit.4All of this spilled onto

page 3, which was devoted in its entirety to the story. Here there were more pictures: Red Ryan

“waving his greeting to freedom” as he stepped from the train—albeit not at Toronto’s Union

Station; Red Ryan smiling brightly for the Star camera; Ryan listening to the radio at his

brother’s home; Ryan with some of the many letters denied him by prison regulations; a

pathetic snapshot of Ryan’s wife, Elsie, which had been an enclosure of one of Elsie’s loving

missives, purportedly not delivered until nearly fourteen years after it was written. Further back,

on the front page of the second section, there was a little more: a photograph of Ryan shaking

hands with his benefactor, Father Kingsley; a shot of Ryan’s brother, Russell, published without

his name; and another short story hitting on the main theme—the idea that insensitive prison

regulations had broken up Red Ryan’s marriage.The following day, July 25, the Star began a

series of front-page stories—“Exclusive to the Star”—which bore the by-line “Norman ‘Red’

Ryan”. The subject was Red Ryan’s life and redemption; the unifying theme, Ryan’s message

to the world: Crime Does Not Pay. For some time, Roy Greenaway had had possession of

Ryan’s unpublished autobiography, tentatively titled The Futility of Crime, which Ryan had

penned in longhand on foolscap while in prison. Using this, and with Ryan’s co-operation,

which the Star was paying for, Greenaway knocked out the five-part series. Predictably one of

the chapters dealt largely with the touching matter of Ryan’s wife’s letters, and three of the five

editions got back to this in some way. The whole package was copyrighted and, through the

Star News Service, sold to out-of-town newspapers interested in the story.Of course, through

all of this, much of Red Ryan’s credibility as “a genuine case of reformation”—and ultimately

his credibility as a news story—flowed from the good opinion of Father Kingsley, who, as his

confessor and benefactor, was thought to know him thoroughly. “In my opinion Ryan has

always been the best bet in the institution,” the Star of July 24 quoted the priest. “I haven’t the

slightest bit of alarm as to what the future will demonstrate as to my judgement—that he’s

going to go straight and very straight.”Throughout the dramatic events of his discharge Red

Ryan appeared very much the regenerate that Father Kingsley said he was. In all things his

manner and actions were apt; his expressions of gratitude, fitting; his decency and solicitude,

readily apparent. The newsmen and everyone else found him proverbially pleasant, often

amusing, and always enormously quotable. Set free, “Kingston’s Public Exhibit No. 1” flatly

acknowledged, “I was the true author of my own troubles,” and declared himself “retired from

the banking business for good.” Asked his plans, he stated he would like a small business in

Toronto—perhaps a gas station or, more likely, “a cigar shop in a good downtown location.” He

piled on fulsome praise and tacit forgiveness for those who had effected his punishment—J.C.

Ponsford and W.B. “Bill” Megloughlin, former wardens of Kingston; Warden Allan; and even

Judge Emerson Coatsworth who, in January 1924, had pronounced his life sentence. With

evident emotion, Ryan professed a clear understanding of the terrible consequences of his

ever backsliding to crime:I feel absolutely no temptation to break the law, but if ever I should,

one thing alone would be strong enough to keep me straight. If ever I were to go back to that

life, it would be the biggest blow the Ticket-of-Leave system could receive. It would work a

great hardship, not only on the people who have trusted me, but on all of the prisoners who

expect to have their terms shortened by the Ticket-of-Leave.5Of Father Kingsley he spoke



feelingly: “It was the unstinted kindness of this good man, who reached down to the depths and

lifted me up into light and removed from my heart revengeful and immature thoughts, that is

responsible for my being outside these walls today.” Of Prime Minister Bennett, who he credited

with “a warm spirit of humanitarianism”, Ryan said:He talked to me as man to man. . . . I can

never hope to repay him for his amazing sympathy and I shall never let him down. . . . You can’t

go back on these kinds of men.6Ryan’s recounting of the kindnesses of “prominent people”

who had come forward with offers of jobs and assistance was so extravagant that the Star was

forced to note the development of “a catch in his voice as he recalled them.” In telling how “the

head of one of the largest financial houses in the city” telephoned the penitentiary with an offer

of aid, Ryan indignantly challenged, “Do you think I could let that kind of man down?”

Appropriately devastated by the discovery of his wife’s letters, Ryan blamed no individual save

himself—only insensitive regulations. Qualifying his right to speak as that of “only a common

convict, not a criminologist,” he opined to the Star that “accident of birth, health, and, above all,

environment are powerful factors in settling individual destinies.” Withal, this decent man-of-

experience gave out answers to questions that long had been troubling the country—questions

about what went on behind the walls of Canada’s penitentiaries. “The greatest problem in

Canada today is the rehabilitation of youthful lawbreakers,” Ryan told the Star. Other defects

and sources of unrest, he cited, were the lack of a classification system, overcrowding, the

employment of allegedly brutal and illiterate guards, and misguided rules and regulations

governing inmate correspondence, recreation, and uses of the five-cent-a-day wage. All in all,

Red Ryan’s penological comments, made in a Liberal newspaper, amounted to a shocking and

unlooked-for critique of the penitentiary policies of the government headed by Richard Bedford

Bennett—the man who had intervened to secure Ryan’s release.The emotional elements in

Red Ryan’s return, his outspokenness, and the impending federal election insured editorial

comment from Toronto’s big dailies. Not surprisingly the Liberal papers, the Globe and the Star,

both of which had long been demanding a Royal Commission to delve into Canada’s penal

system, saw the withholding of Elsie Ryan’s letters as an abuse calling for reform. From the

spring of 1933, when it had formally dedicated itself to a campaign to “Let in the Light,” the

Globe’s news and editorial pages had vigorously attacked the Bennett government’s

administration of the system and its stubborn refusal to grant a Royal Commission. Now, while

the Star merely summoned up the errant letters as an illustration of a much-needed reform

and, at the same time, pointed to Red Ryan’s glowing testimony as a means of paying the

prime minister a back-handed compliment (“. . . those who have criticized Mr. Bennett for his

harshness to the unemployed will welcome this indication of a genuine change of heart”), the

Globe stridently characterized the matter of the letters as archetypical of Canada’s prisons and

again shouted for “a thorough inquiry into and a complete reform of the Canadian penitentiary

system.”In opposition to this, the Telegram had little patience for penitentiary reform and, in this

instance, little patience for the incipient issue of Red Ryan’s mail. The Tely challenged Ryan’s

right to speak at all and, as it often did, it questioned the motives of the Star in highlighting the

story of Ryan’s release. An editorial of July 26 declared:that (Ryan’s) release should be made

the occasion of figurative bandplaying and public declamation is altogether improper. The

released man is not a national hero. He is a man who, by his future conduct, must show that he

has turned from the serious crime that at one time it appeared that he had chosen as a career.

His own good sense should tell him that the sooner he can slip into normal life, and get away

from the demonstrative lunatics who are ready to play with his past for their own purposes, the

better. If he should be weak enough to be drawn into discussions of crime and the treatment of

criminals, he must remember that even his experiences in the penitentiary do not qualify him



as a penologist. They give him no higher authority to speak of the treatment of crime than that

of the man who has consistently obeyed the law.7Only the Mail and Empire stayed out of the

debate. Instead, on July 30, the Mail underscored Bennett’s generous action in releasing Ryan,

seeing this as an entirely sentimental gesture, new evidence of the prime minister’s

sympathetic nature, and the refutation of what it maintained had been “a deliberate campaign

of calumniation, carried on partly in the press and partly in the constituencies.” Blatantly

plumping for Bennett’s re-election, the Mail was unashamed in its praise of the millionaire

corporate-lawyer premier who it claimed had “the satisfaction of knowing that Canada leads all

other nations in the extent and the rapidity of its recovery from the hard times which began

under his predecessor.”During the six days that Toronto’s newspapers were airing his private

affairs, Red Ryan was having the time of his life. He spent a good part of his first week of

freedom with the Star reporters, especially with Athol Gow, who showed him the sights of the

city and wrote about his experiences and reactions to new technology and the faster pace of

life of the thirties. He was chauffeured about a much-changed Toronto—the downtown with its

new skyscrapers like the Bank of Commerce Building, the Royal York Hotel, and the Toronto

Star Building; Maple Leaf Gardens; the city’s fine new harbour; High Park; and Sunnyside,

where an amusement park had been operating since 1922. Everywhere Red Ryan was a

centre of attention; there seemed no end to the people who wanted to shake his hand, wish

him good luck, and express their sympathy over the tragic breakup of his marriage.The

afternoon after his return, Red Ryan visited Toronto police headquarters where, in the absence

of Chief Constable Dennis Draper, he made his official report to Deputy Chief George Guthrie.

To this veteran policeman who, in 1923, had supervised the Toronto manhunt that sought to

return him to Kingston Penitentiary, Ryan spoke in characteristic style: “I would not take all the

millions of Rockefeller and go through what I have gone through the past seventeen and a half

years. Just a wasted life—and what a fool I was—anyone is, too, who thinks crime reaps a

dividend. Just one way—sorrow and remorse and a wasted life.”At St. Augustine’s Seminary on

Kingston Road, where he went to confer with Father Kingsley, Ryan had a twenty-minute

interview with Archbishop Michael J. O’Brien of the Archdiocese of Kingston, Kingsley’s

superior. Afterwards Ryan told Gow: “His grace spoke kindly to me. He reminded me that

everyone was watching me. I told him that I was on the right road with my face to the sun ready

to show the Prime Minister and all my friends that I am ready to make good.”
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You may not know who Peter McSherry is and the name Norman “Red” Ryan may not be

familiar to most readers outside of Canada (or outside of southwestern Ontario for that matter).

Don’t let that stop you from buying and reading this book. This is an intriguing story of how

politics and religion were used and abused to circumvent the justice system for the political and

personal gain of several of the country’s elite during the early to mid nineteen thirties.

McSherry has done an excellent job of weaving together a myriad of facts into a coherent,

captivating and interesting story. Incredulously, after serving only eleven and one half years of

a life sentence after a string of bank robberies and murders, Ryan, aided and abetted by not

only the prison chaplain (a Catholic priest), but also, the country’s largest newspaper as well as

several prominent citizens, including the Prime Minister of Canada, successfully duped all of

them into believing that he was “reformed” and deserved another chance at freedom. He was

thus granted a “political parole”, only to rob and kill again. In my honest opinion, this story and

McSherry’s book are worthy of a review by a Hollywood studio producer for the making of a

motion picture.”

Scott K E Lanaway, “A totally engrossing read.... This is a phenomenal story. The author's 22-

year passion of research results in a read that you don't want to put down. The fact that it is all

based on reality makes it even more enthralling. This is a wild tale.This would also be a useful

read for anyone researching the history of the Canadian penal code and the 'ticket-of-leave'

precursor to modern, more liberal ideas, about the potential for rehabiliation in criminals.I'm

very glad I got into this book - highly recommended.”

Bill Somes, “McSherry has done an excellent job of weaving together a myriad of facts into ....

You may not know who Peter McSherry is and the name Norman “Red” Ryan may not be

familiar to most readers outside of Canada (or outside of southwestern Ontario for that matter).

Don’t let that stop you from buying and reading this book. This is an intriguing story of how

politics and religion were used and abused to circumvent the justice system for the political and

personal gain of several of the country’s elite during the early to mid nineteen thirties.

McSherry has done an excellent job of weaving together a myriad of facts into a coherent,

captivating and interesting story. Incredulously, after serving only eleven and one half years of

a life sentence after a string of bank robberies and murders, Ryan, aided and abetted by not

only the prison chaplain (a Catholic priest), but also, the country’s largest newspaper as well as

several prominent citizens, including the Prime Minister of Canada, successfully duped all of

them into believing that he was “reformed” and deserved another chance at freedom. He was

thus granted a “political parole”, only to rob and kill again. In my honest opinion, this story and

McSherry’s book are worthy of a review by a Hollywood studio producer for the making of a

motion picture.”

Debbie, “It was good. I found it really good reading . I am from Toronto. My Farther told me that

when he did something wrong as a kid his mother would say your going to end up Red Ryan”

The book by Peter McSherry has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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